
Extracurricular Expansion Committee (ECEC) 

Meeting Minutes 

November 12, 2013 
 

Attendees: Stefanie Gabrysiak, Aaron Carmichael, Brett Shanklin, Randy Pfost, Patty Horst 

 

1.  State of Non-Athletic Activities: 

Sandy Spahr was unable to attend the meeting, but Randy reports that they are in the midst of a 

production ‘Twelve Angry Jurors’, that will show this Wednesday, Nov 13 – Saturday, Nov 16.  

This will be the last semester where drama will be considered an extracurricular where a 

student’s eligibility must be checked in order for a student to perform.  Next semester drama 

will become an elective class. 

 

Clubs were also mentioned.  Several new clubs have been added to this year’s roster.  Ping Pong 

is one of the latest with 35+ high school students participating.  To form a club there simply 

needs to be the interest & then one professional staff (teacher) sponsor to take responsibility of 

the students.  Randy will send out a list of the clubs currently @ school. 

 

2.  Tennis: 

At present there does not appear to be enough interest on the student level to pursue tennis as 

a sport.  Current tennis students are playing for other schools & will be graduating soon.  There 

is not enough interest in the middle school to form a team.  It is also difficult to pursue any sport 

w/o being able to provide the right facilities to practice or the transportation to get teams to 

meets. More than likely, the earliest any ‘land development’ will occur will be 2017/18 when 

bonds come up for renewal.  

 

3. Baseball: 

Baseball poses the same difficulty as tennis, w/o our own fields to practice we would be sharing 

w/UH & it would be difficult for either school to have a successful team as the practice time 

would be stretched too far between the schools.  Busses also pose a problem with the addition 

of any sport.  We currently do not enough busses to transport athletes, field trips, e-weeks, etc.  

We need to look at solving some of these issues before we will really be able to develop land.  

Aaron will check w/ the Exec Bd to see if GALA proceeds have been earmarked for anything 

specific and to see if GALA would consider using the profits for busses again this year. 

 

4. Junior Wolverines: 

We need to research how UH is coordinating all the younger teams (elementary) thru school 

sports & city/club teams to help them feed into the MS & HS sport system.  It seems that UH 

contributes their success to one person who is able to keep track of all the students.  We need 

to look at pursuing a similar position w/i the Frontier system. 

 

5. Marketing / Branding: 

A logo needs to be designed and pushed thru athletics to help market & create some 

enthusiasm w/the sport teams.  Although FA has our fairly new ‘shield logo’ it does not really 

tread well as a sport logo.  We need to market excitement for the school thru window decals, 

clothing, etc. w/a logo that can also be associated with the athletic teams. 



 

6. Coaches: 

Coach salaries were looked at in regards to helping keep quality coaches in place.  Frontier’s 

coaching staff makes roughly 2/3rds the average salary of other local schools. Head coach 

salaries in the state average $3500 where Frontier’s average head coach salary is $2300.  Randy 

suggested that a STEP program be implemented to help bring coaches’ salaries in-line w/the 

district & to allow for raises.  Winning coaches should be given encouragement to return.  

Coaches are often parents that tend to move on w/their student(s). 

 

Throughout our discussion the prevailing topic of ‘school apathy’ kept surfacing.  We are a school that 

produces winning sport teams.  We have very talented students in drama & music & Frontier’s academic 

performance tops the charts – yet students & parents do not seem to have a common camaraderie that 

glues the school together as a K-12 program.  We need to find a way to increase school spirit & we need 

to try to incorporate the Elementary students & parents as well so they become more invested in the 

school.  Brett suggested that STUCO could be a class (at least on the HS level) to help students be more 

devoted.  Also school SPIRIT activities need to be spread beyond just one week.   

 

Stefanie suggested that we get the Cheer squad, Booster & OPT behind pumping excitement into the 

December 19th game.  It is a home game & will be the last game before the Holiday break. 

 

Randy will follow-up on #’s for Coach salaries.  Check w/the administration on offering STUCO as a class, 

check on a banner for the elementary school promoting Cross Country’s State championship & help 

pump excitement for the Dec 19th games.  OPT will meet to discuss ways to promote overall school spirit 

as well as work specifically to promote the Dec. 19 games. 

 

Meeting Adjourned 

 

Monday, January 13, 2014 next proposed meeting date.  

 


